A Message from the President & CEO and from the
Chairman of the Board
Utility Work Ahead.
For some of IMEA’s Member municipalities, there has been utility
work ahead for more than a century – ever since the town put its old
lamplighter out of work and then rehired him (and two or three of
his neighbors) to string wire and mind the city’s electric generating
unit.
Of course, during the period from the turn of the 20th century to the
turn of the 21st, much has changed for municipal electric utilities in
Illinois. Only one – Springfield – still is able to economically
generate its power supply 24-hours-a-day, seven days a week. The
others have power brought to the city gate and then distribute it to
their city’s customers.
IMEA is poised to begin its 30th year of service to the Illinois
municipalities that formed this joint action agency in 1984. Our job
is to get power to the city gates of our 32 municipal members.
(We also provide power to one electric cooperative.) To accomplish
our task, we plan, finance, own and operate facilities for
generation and we purchase wholesale power on their behalf.
Obviously, to the residents in IMEA communities across Illinois, the
work of our Member municipal electric departments is more visible
than the Agency’s. That is as it should be. But, though the joint
action agency is seemingly behind the scenes (and very rarely
behind a big orange sign), IMEA plays its part in providing reliable
electric service to the residential, commercial and industrial
accounts our Members serve.

Two nominal 800 MW super critical generating units at the Prairie
State Generating Company began commercial operation. IMEA owns
a 15.17 percent share of the output.
IMEA had its best year ever in terms of revenue earned and number
of kilowatt hours sold. In fact, this past fiscal year, IMEA became one
of the top ten joint action agencies in the United States as measured
in terms of annual revenue.
In addition, we provided our Members with educational
opportunities, assistance with their economic development efforts,
an electric efficiency program and legislative advocacy at the state
and federal levels.
This annual report will detail those – and other – accomplishments.
IMEA achieved much this year and indeed in each of its first 29 years
of existence. But there always has been, always is, and always will be
Utility Work Ahead for IMEA and its Member municipal electric
systems. In a time when many private-sector firms – even some in
the utility services industry – are keenly focused on the most
profitable and well-timed exit strategy, IMEA and its Members still
believe in providing for the long-term interests of our communities.
That’s because we are formed to be of service to the public
that created us.
For us, there is always Utility Work Ahead. Why? Because our IMEA
Member communities demand it and deserve it. IMEA and all its
Member utility service systems are honored and proud to provide
good service to our customers. We are humbled by the trust they’ve
placed in us. And we welcome the opportunity to do more good work.

Fiscal year 2012-13 was indeed a good one for IMEA.

Kevin M. Gaden (right)
President & CEO

Rick Abell (left)
Chairman of the Board
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Who We Are
The Illinois Municipal Electric Agency (IMEA) is a not-for-profit unit of local government comprised of 32 municipal electric
systems and one electric cooperative from across Illinois. Each of those communities owns and operates its own electric distribution
system. Some operate local power generation plants.
Since its creation 29 years ago, the focus of the IMEA has been on the reliable delivery of bulk power and energy to its Members at
low and stable prices. IMEA combines the power needs of all of its Members and secures the electricity necessary to satisfy those
needs. The Agency sells its municipal Members and one co-op all their wholesale power needs under long-term power supply
contracts.
To accomplish this goal, IMEA has assembled a portfolio of power supply ownership and contracts. These include the ownership of a
portion of large power plants in Kentucky and Illinois, a long-term power supply contract with a major power marketing company,
additional smaller power contracts with other power suppliers, and purchases from the market when that is an economical option.
IMEA also uses the power plants owned and operated by our Members to meet the membership’s needs from time to time.
IMEA backs its commitment to power supply excellence with a 24-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week Operations Center staffed by highly
skilled power supply professionals. In addition, IMEA provides engineering, communications, economic development, energy
efficiency, legislative and regulatory oversight services for its Members.
The Agency is governed by a board of directors appointed by its Members. A professional staff administers day-to-day operations.
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Ten Year Comparative Summary of Operations
FOR THE YEARS ENDED APRIL 30,
Operating Revenues:
Electric Sales to Participating Members
Electric Sales to Non-Participating Members
Electric Sales to Others
Member Assessments
Other
Total Operating Revenues

2013

2012

2011

2010

$293,252,375
0
9,191,496
0
2,038,994
304,482,865

$269,710,862
0
9,081,678
0
1,867,134
280,659,674

$166,474,951
0
9,079,342
8,333
1,272,067
176,834,693

$148,999,323
0
8,876,865
10,000
1,521,276
159,407,464

121,189,265
19,839,895

167,998,413
23,747,840

99,499,201
14,924,800

105,434,390
14,049,221

35,127,223
20,463,752

23,540,732
8,331,479

14,152,031
5,786,808

7,838,048
5,859,538

1,423,755
9,204,193
3,357
7,084,137
27,081,063
1,169,848
242,586,488

2,083,846
9,334,291
17,866
7,320,757
7,796,362
970,795
251,142,381

1,236,692
9,309,573
5,799
6,781,113
4,454,531
869,565
157,020,113

995,589
9,281,664
2,997
6,114,056
3,291,971
1,107,938
153,975,412

Net Operating Income

61,896,377

29,517,293

19,814,580

5,432,052

Other Expenses - Net

(46,421,103 )

(11,471,707 )

(5,667,893 )

(3,580,580 )

Net Income Before Special Item

$15,475,274

$18,045,586

$0

$0

$15,475,274

$18,045,586

$12,967,663

$1,851,472

1,084,464
4,135,520,775
0
115,139,111

1,063,494
3,910,906,019
0
112,278,126

649,186
2,591,542,077
0
117,881,804

608,019
2,415,241,184
0
121,424,791

Operating Expenses:
Purchased Power
Transmission
Prairie State and Trimble County Unit #1 and 2:
Fuel
Operations and Maintenance
Member Payments:
Fuel Reimbursements
Capacity Payments
Generation Payments
Administrative and General
Depreciation
Other Utility Operations
Total Operating Expenses

Special Item
Change in Net Position
Peak Demand (Non-Coincident kW)
Kilowatt-Hour Sales to Participating Members(kWh)
Kilowatt-Hour Sales to Non-Participating Members(kWh)
Kilowatt-Hour Sales to Others(kWh)

$14,146,687
($1,179,024 )

$1,851,472
$0

Cost per kWh to Participating Members (Cents/kWh)
Cost per kWh to Participating Members after
Capacity Payments (Cents/kWh)

7.09

6.90

6.42

6.17

6.87

6.66

6.06

5.78

Debt Service Coverage after Rate Stabilization Transfer

113%

119%

113%

148%

$23,675,000
$1,209,675,000

$8,795,000
$1,233,350,000

$8,710,000
$1,242,145,000

$3,665,000
$1,110,565,000

$110,308,406

$94,833,132

$76,787,546

$63,819,883

Principal Paid on Revenue Bonds
Revenue Bonds Outstanding
Net Position
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2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

$146,290,958
0
2,630,952
10,000
1,221,779
150,153,689

$140,222,832
0
3,284
10,000
1,155,131
141,391,247

$101,362,681
0
0
28,500
369,710
101,760,891

$107,605,194
863,087
0
40,667
228,309
108,737,257

$91,690,145
9,149,858
207,490
37,333
104,278
101,189,104

$87,225,675
10,632,837
520,398
38,000
4,366
98,421,276

95,326,413
11,590,389

92,125,794
10,277,107

54,127,374
6,657,441

56,786,957
6,464,926

54,865,563
8,810,941

54,211,119
8,745,400

11,099,921
4,532,103

7,498,448
4,226,640

7,892,265
3,511,622

7,038,616
3,473,196

6,600,569
2,967,968

5,714,501
2,757,950

1,866,252
9,263,030
4,719
5,774,665
3,433,667
633,090
143,524,249

1,507,892
9,527,462
15,297
5,112,890
3,245,737
613,600
134,150,867

2,358,657
10,159,631
32,547
4,474,511
3,129,115
598,955
92,942,118

6,227,758
10,450,580
121,835
3,872,102
3,242,803
855,049
98,533,822

753,310
10,856,959
11,225
3,337,937
3,133,520
540,232
91,878,224

567,572
10,581,245
37,307
3,185,806
3,063,809
387,280
89,251,989

6,629,440

7,240,380

8,818,773

10,203,435

9,310,880

9,169,287

(3,243,851 )

(2,546,837 )

(1,912,322 )

(3,191,010 )

(3,913,347 )

(4,466,622 )

$3,385,589

$4,693,543

$6,906,451

$7,012,425

$5,397,533

$4,702,665

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,385,589

$4,693,543

$6,906,451

$7,012,425

$5,397,533

$4,702,665

615,849
2,525,506,187
0
38,254,057

626,716
2,661,927,664
0
0

511,245
2,087,270,895
0
0

539,263
2,112,121,734
32,085,000
0

494,631
1,891,104,971
327,645,119
14,656,000

502,697
1,799,826,165
363,560,710
37,866,000

5.79

5.27

4.86

5.09

4.85

4.85

5.43

4.91

4.37

4.60

4.27

4.26

138%

139%

168%

156%

122%

123%

$3,485,000
$792,440,000

$3,365,000
$795,925,000

$2,985,000
$196,650,000

$6,485,000
$60,130,000

$6,170,000
$66,615,000

$5,885,000
$72,785,000

$61,968,411

$58,582,822

$53,889,279

$46,982,828

$39,970,403

$34,572,870
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Our Mission
The mission of the IMEA is to provide Member communities with quality utility
services in a reliable, cost-effective and environmentally sensitive manner.

Utility Work Ahead
Often you must have seen them, those orange signs in the
berm or – worse – blocking the lane ahead of you on the road.
Those Utility Work Ahead signs alert you to tree trimming,
scheduled line maintenance, or, after a storm, to crews out
restoring power. Many days, however, you can drive to and from
work, run your errands and cart your children to their
after-school events and not see a single Utility Work Ahead sign.
Of course that doesn’t mean that there is no utility work being
done that day. Manufacturing, procuring and delivering
electricity is a 24-hour-a-day, seven-days-a-week, 365-days-ayear job. That means – signs or not – there is always Utility
Work Ahead.
The Illinois Municipal Electric Agency is honored to be a part
of that work and a part of a team of dedicated public servants
in 32 Illinois municipalities and one electric coop that deliver
superior electrical services to their commercial, industrial and
residential customers (their owners) at every minute of the day
and night. Along with the men and women at the local electric
utilities, we welcome the challenge and opportunities
associated with there always being more Utility Work Ahead.

The IMEA and its Work
The IMEA is a joint action agency formed in 1984 by its
member municipalities in accordance with the provisions of
the Illinois Municipal Code. Its stated purpose is to jointly plan,
finance, own and operate facilities for the generation and
transmission of electric power and energy to provide for the
current and projected energy needs of the purchasing Members.
Thirty-two municipalities and one rural electric cooperative
comprise the membership of the IMEA.
In simple terms, the Agency’s job is to produce or secure power
for its Members and provide for that power to be delivered to
the city gates. IMEA fulfills this part of its mission through
ownership shares of generation facilities, through long-term
and short-term power services contracts, and by working on
Members’ behalf on distribution agreements and transmission
rights.
IMEA provides other services for its Members as well, including
engineering, legal, education, electric efficiency, regulatory
compliance and economic development services.

Generating and Procuring Power
for Members
In fiscal year 2012-13, IMEA’s sales to participating members,
which includes sales to RECC, was a little less than 4,250,660
MWh, but projections show that the load may grow to as much
as 4,470,000 MWh by 2016.
In terms of owning and purchasing power for its Members,
IMEA’s strategy is to diversify its sources. Power markets
fluctuate. For some periods, ownership is the more cost effective
way of procuring power. For other periods, such as FY2012-13,
purchasing power on the market is more cost effective. Rather
than attempt to outguess the market, IMEA employs a mix of
ownership, long-term power purchasing contracts and
short-term market purchases. This strategy can mean that
IMEA’s mix of resources does not always yield the lowest prices
for Members, but it practically assures that rates will not spike
severely due to market volatility. Rather, a mixed portfolio of
resources is designed to keep energy rates for our Members in a
range that is somewhere comfortably between the market’s
price extremes. This allows our Members to have some ability
to forecast their power supply’s future cost.
For fiscal year 2012-13, about 44 percent of IMEA’s power
supply requirements were met by IMEA-owned or Memberowned generation resources. The other 56 percent came from
long-term, cost-based contracts; other long-term power
contracts; short-term contracts; and market purchases.
IMEA 2013 Portfolio of Generated and
Purchased Power Supply
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Power Generation
On November 2, 2012, the second of two nominally net rated
800 MW supercritical units at the Prairie State Generating
Company began commercial operation at this mine-mouth,
coal-fired generating station in southern Illinois. Prairie State
Unit 2 joined Unit 1, which began commercial operation on
June 6, 2012.
IMEA is one of eight Midwestern-based public power utilities
with an ownership interest in this facility. IMEA’s share is 15.17
percent, which represents more than 240 megawatts of the two
units’ combined generating capacity.
The commercial operation of Prairie State marked a major
milestone for IMEA, which committed to the Prairie State
project in 2007. Prairie State gives the IMEA and its co-owners
a secure source of base-load power with more than 30 years’
worth of coal reserves, with the aim of providing municipal
customers with steady, affordable rates for decades.
The Prairie State campus features an investment of more than
$1 billion worth of best available control technology to create
the cleanest coal-fueled power plant in Illinois and one of the
cleanest in the world. Prairie State’s emissions equipment
removes 98 percent of nitrogen oxide (NOX), more than 98
percent of sulfur dioxide (SO2), more than 99 percent of
particulate material (PM) and more than 95 percent of
mercury, which are the top four monitored emissions. This
responsible and forward thinking design means that the plant
is in compliance with all existing emissions regulations.
IMEA also owns 12.12 percent of the Trimble County 1 and
Trimble County 2 generating facility located between Louisville
and Cincinnati. Trimble County 1 is a 514 MW coal-fired
combustion unit, and Trimble County 2 is a 750 MW
supercritical, pulverized coal-fired unit.
In addition to the Prairie State and Trimble County facilities, in
times of emergency – or when it is economically advantageous –
the IMEA can call on dozens of Member-owned and Agencyowned diesel and natural gas-fired generating units.

Though coal-fired units such as the ones at Trimble County
and Prairie State are a major source of IMEA’s base load power
for now and into the future, the Agency has committed to a
diversified energy portfolio. In 2009, the IMEA Board of
Directors adopted a policy that directs the Agency to acquire
approximately five percent of its energy requirements from
renewable resources. Toward that goal, IMEA has entered into a
long-term contract to purchase 70MW of wind energy from the
Lee-DeKalb wind project owned by FPL Energy Illinois Wind,
LLC. The contract runs to 2030.

Power Purchases
The IMEA has executed procurement contracts that are
supported by a mix of coal-fired and natural gas-fired units.
These contracts offer a measure of price stability for the Agency
and its Members.
In addition, IMEA’s Operations Department makes purchases
and sales in the day-ahead and in the hourly markets in the
Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) and the
Pennsylvania, Jersey, & Maryland (PJM) Regional Transmission
Organizations (RTOs). The use of these markets ensures that
Member agencies have access to power when demand is high
and gives the IMEA the opportunity to sell power to the grid
when it is not needed by Members.

Optimizing Resources,
Managing Transmission
Congestion and
Seizing New Energy
Procurement
Opportunities
As part of the fiscal year 2013-14 budget
discussions, the IMEA board agreed to add to the
IMEA staff the new position of Manager of Energy
Markets & Settlements. IMEA anticipates hiring a
manager by midway through the fiscal year who
will work toward realizing a number of opportunities
that now present themselves to the Agency.
IMEA has grown dramatically over the past
few years. As recently as 2010, IMEA earned
nearly $180 million per year in revenues. With the additions of
Naperville and Red Bud as full-requirements Members and with
the Rural Electric Convenience Cooperative as a power purchaser,
IMEA is now approximately a 1,050 MW system with annual
revenues of $304 million.

The two 800 MW supercritical, coal-fired generating units at the
Prairie State Generating Company began commercial operation
in Fiscal Year 2012-13.

As of 2013, those annual revenues put IMEA within the top 10
joint action agencies in the U.S. in terms of annual revenue.
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In addition to the member load and revenue growth, IMEA has
seen a substantial change in resource structure and regional
transmission organization market compliance obligations.
Over the past few years, the hourly, daily, monthly and annual
RTO obligations have continued to grow with the additional
responsibilities and market structure changes that MISO and
PJM have added to comply with Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) directives. These functions include
expansion of the Midcontinent Independent System Operator
RTO service territory with Entergy’s arrival in December 2013,
the three-year forward looking capacity market in the PJM
interconnection RTO and the new annual capacity market in
MISO, not to mention all of the RTO Web site/portal
requirements that keep IMEA staff busy.
A significant change since 2010 is that, with the addition
of the Prairie State units, IMEA now owns nearly 400 MW
of base-load, long-term resources. These need to be
strategically placed in the markets for annual and
monthly capacity value, as well as being evaluated daily
and hourly in the energy markets.

Operational and Technical
Support
Many IMEA departments work together to offer Members
state-of-the-art operational and technical services.

Operations
IMEA maintains a 24-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week, state-ofthe art Operations Center staffed by highly skilled power supply
professionals. The Operations Department alerts local officials
of power dips and outages and works with the Members and
representatives from investor-owned utilities serving the area to
identify the exact location of downed lines or malfunctioning
equipment and rectify the problem. In extreme conditions,
IMEA Operations Center staff will alert the coordinators of the
Illinois Municipal Utilities Association’s Mutual Aid Program to
send volunteer crews from other Member municipalities to help
an IMEA Member community restore power.

IMEA staff members have worked alongside top consultants to
find ways to optimize the short- and long-term utilization of
these new and existing IMEA resources and contracts. The
Agency has made considerable progress, but there is still
work to do.
IMEA is now an industry leader, and is committed to
continue offering industry leading services to its Members.
Exploring and taking advantage of market and resource
management opportunities is one such service.

Working out of the state-of-the-art IMEA Operations Center, the
IMEA Operations Department makes purchases and sales in the
day-ahead and in the hourly markets and also monitors all IMEA
dedicated generating units and Member delivery points in order
to alert local officials of power dips and outages.

Engineering
IMEA electrical engineers and technicians supplement the work
of IMEA Members’ engineers and electric department personnel.
They assist the Members with such tasks as preparing emission
reports, stack-emission analyses, coordination of delivery point
improvements and preventive maintenance activities, load flow
studies, power factor improvement recommendations and key
account customer support (such as meter testing, programming
and power quality surveys). Over the past year, IMEA engineers
have worked extensively to assist in the installation of new diesel
generators or the retrofitting of existing diesel generators to meet
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s new National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)
regulations. When those regulations took effect in May 2013, all
Member dedicated generation was either compliant or nearing
compliance.

In addition to performing all the legal work the Agency requires,
IMEA’s on-staff legal counsel serves as a resource to IMEA member
communities, often providing assistance on such questions as
territorial service rights and retail customer choice under Illinois’
deregulation statutes.

Working to Influence and
Comply with Regulatory
and Legislative Issues
The IMEA finds itself either directly subject to (or concerned with)
a number of laws, regulations and standards established by such
authorities as the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) , the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Illinois General Assembly
and the U.S. Congress.

IMEA Electrical Engineer Tanner Jones checks the performance of a
diesel generating unit in Sullivan, Illinois.

Legal
IMEA employs a full-time General Counsel to manage the legal
and regulatory aspects of the Agency’s corporate, governmental and
utility industry activities and contracts that underlie almost every
service the Agency provides for its Members. The General Counsel
also advises the President & CEO, IMEA Board and staff on legal
and regulatory matters and manages specialized outside counsel
when required by the Agency.
IMEA hires outside legal counsel from time to time to provide
advice and/or representation to the Agency in connection with
specialized legal matters. For example, IMEA may engage outside
counsel: (1) to conduct various transactions and documentation
required when IMEA issues bonds, especially tax-exempt bonds,
which require specialized knowledge and skill in addressing
matters involving the rules and regulations of the Internal Revenue
Service of the United States government; (2) to provide advice and
representation in connection with environmental laws, regulations
and proceedings involving the state or federal Environmental
Protection Agencies; (3) to represent the Agency’s interests before
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, including matters
involving rates and charges, terms and conditions of service,
practices and standards governing transmission services that the
Agency purchases from regulated providers, or to represent the
Agency’s interests on matters involving a regional transmission
organization and the Agency’s market purchases of capacity and
energy; and (4) to represent the Agency in litigation before state
or federal courts when required to enforce or protect the
Agency’s interests.

The IMEA works to ensure its compliance with current laws and
regulations, and, in some instances, the Agency helps Members
with their compliance efforts. The IMEA also supports advocacy
efforts for establishing responsible public policy on energy issues.

Reliability and Regulatory
Compliance
IMEA is registered with the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) under two of NERC’s eight regional entities:
Reliability First Corporation (RFC) and Southeast Electric
Reliability Corporation (SERC). IMEA is registered with RFC and
SERC as a Purchasing-Selling Entity (of energy, capacity and
interconnected operations services) and as a Resource Planner
(responsible for having a long-term plan for resource
adequacy). IMEA is also registered as a Distribution Provider,
Load-Serving Entity and Transmission Owner on behalf of certain
municipal Members depending on those Members’ assets owned
and load served (that is, if they are interconnected to the grid at
100 kV or above and serve a peak load greater than 25 MW).
This is referred to as a Joint Registration Organization (JRO)
Member. IMEA must monitor each individual Member’s status to
determine the need to update its registration status.
RFC and SERC have individual Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement Program schedules that require IMEA to periodically
submit Self-Certifications and/or Data Submittals. These address
IMEA’s status of compliance with numerous NERC reliability
standards that apply to one or more of IMEA’s registered functions.
Lead responsibility for compliance typically falls to the IMEA
Operations Center, IMEA’s Engineering Department and/or
individual JRO Members (currently Highland, Naperville, Princeton
and Winnetka). In addition to scheduled compliance submittals,
IMEA diligently monitors NERC, RFC and SERC requests for
additional compliance information.
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Once a proposed reliability standard is approved by NERC and
FERC, IMEA monitors the implementation period in order to
assure compliance processes are in place.
On top of complying with reliability standards that have been
approved by NERC and FERC, IMEA continually monitors NERC,
RFC and SERC development of new reliability standards and revision of existing reliability standards.
In addition to reviewing these proposals for potential impact on
IMEA and Member interests and compliance obligations, IMEA
interacts with the American Public Power Association (APPA), the
Transmission Access Policy Study Group (TAPS) and other industry
groups to collaborate on influencing how these reliability standards
are developed.

2013 NERC Audits Give
IMEA High Marks
IMEA underwent two NERC Audits in Fiscal Year 2012-13 and
emerged from both with “No Findings” from the audit teams,
meaning that the audit team found no possible violations
by IMEA and its Joint Registration Organization
(JRO) Members, with the exception of a potential
violation that IMEA self-reported before the audit
and which has since been remedied. The clean audits
were the result of much preparation, including a gap analysis
of its compliance program in 2010 and a mock audit in 2012.

NERC 693 Compliance Audit
An audit of IMEA’s compliance with operations and planning
reliability standards (referred to as a 693 Audit, based on the
FERC order approving the NERC standards in 2007) was initiated
on October 23, 2012 and concluded on January 22, 2013.
Each NERC standard contains requirements and sub-requirements
that specify the details that need to be met for compliance. The
purpose of these requirements is to achieve NERC’s statutory
mandate to ensure the reliability of the bulk electric system.
The 693 standards fall into 14 broad areas, including such
areas as:
• Critical Infrastructure Protection;
• Facilities Design, Connections, Maintenance and
Transfer Capabilities;
• Modeling, Data, and Analysis; and
• Protection and Control.
IMEA’s registration with NERC requires it to undergo a compliance
audit every six years. The January audit was the first audit of the
Agency for adherence to the NERC 693 Reliability Standards that
apply to IMEA and its JRO Members.

A team of IMEA staff members, as well as employees of IMEA’s JRO
Members, cooperated to prepare for two NERC audits in fiscal year
2012-13. Both audits concluded that there was no evidence of noncompliance with the federal standards on behalf of IMEA and its JRO
Members. Shown here are IMEA’s Vice President of Operations Alice
Schum, Vice President of Engineering Kevin Wagner, Vice President &
General Counsel Troy Fodor, Director of Reliability & Regulatory
Compliance Bob Thomas, Electrical Engineer Tanner Jones and
President & CEO Kevin Gaden.

Based on the quality of evidence submitted by IMEA over the
months prior to the audit, the audit team from NERC’s Reliability
First Corporation reduced what was to be a nearly weeklong onsite
process to a one-day audit session.
At the conclusion of the onsite portion of the audit, auditors
presented the Agency with an exit briefing explaining that the team

The Illinois Municipal Electric
Agency at a Glance
IMEA is …
a not-for-profit unit of local government created in 1984 that is
currently comprised of 32 municipal electric systems and one
electric cooperative from all across Illinois. Each of those IMEA
Member communities owns and operates its own electric
distribution system. Some Members operate local power
generation plants.
IMEA’s focus is …
the reliable delivery of bulk power and energy to its Members at
low and stable prices. IMEA combines the power needs of all of its
Members and secures the electricity necessary to satisfy those
needs. The Agency sells its Members all their wholesale power
needs under long-term power supply contracts. To accomplish
this goal, IMEA has assembled a portfolio of power supply
ownership and long-term purchase power agreements.
IMEA backs its commitment to power
supply excellence…
with a 24-hour-a-day, seven-days-a-week Operations Center
staffed by highly skilled power supply professionals. In addition,
IMEA provides engineering, legal, communications, economic
development, legislative and regulatory oversight services and an
energy efficiency program for its Members.
Putting forth a wealth of experience …
IMEA’s six senior officers have a combined 150 years’ experience
in all facets of the electric industry – from engineering to
marketing to project management to finance to regulation.

did not discover areas of non-compliance based on the evidence
presented by IMEA and reviewed by the audit team, although the
team did note one Open Enforcement Action concerning the
implementation of transmission protection system maintenance
and testing. That possible violation had been self-reported by the
Agency prior to the audit, and IMEA had already demonstrated
corrective action had been completed.
The audit team made six recommendations for the Agency to
implement for program refinement, and these are being
implemented.

NERC Critical Infrastructure Protection
(CIP) Audit
As part of its registration with NERC, IMEA and its JRO Members
must comply with certain Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)
Reliability Standards that address cybersecurity.
Each year, IMEA and the JRO members must conduct a risk-based
assessment to determine whether any assets are owned that could
adversely affect the reliability of the bulk electric system if those
assets were destroyed, degraded or rendered unavailable. These
assessments over the past five years have determined that neither
IMEA nor its JRO Members own such critical cyber assets.
An audit of IMEA’s compliance with the CIP standards was initiated
on March 19, 2013, and concluded on June 25, 2013. An audit
team from NERC’s Reliability First Corporation assessed IMEA’s
risk-based assessment methodology and assessment results over the
last five years. The audit team determined that there were no
findings from the audit (that is, that there were no areas of
non-compliance).
This was the first CIP audit of IMEA since compliance with the CIP
standards became effective in 2008. The audit team complimented
IMEA’s compliance efforts and participation during the CIP audit,
and commented it “observed strong communication and
coordination between IMEA and their member municipals.”
While IMEA is pleased with the audit results, it is already preparing
for a new version of CIP standards, which have been approved by
NERC and will soon be approved by the FERC. These new CIP
standards will expand IMEA’s cybersecurity obligations by including
other categories of assets in order to minimize potential
vulnerabilities to the nation’s bulk electric system.

Legislative Advocacy
In conjunction with its affiliation with the American Public Power
Association (APPA) and through its association with the Illinois
Municipal Utilities Association (IMUA), the IMEA tracks state and
federal legislation and regulations that affect its Members, provides
regular alerts and engages in timely lobbying efforts. Recent issues
included work on:
• The formation of regulations concerning the National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) for Compression Ignition Reciprocating Internal
Combustion Engines (RICE), which went into effect in May
2013 in a manner that was generally favorable to IMEA
Members and for which they were well prepared.
• Preservation of tax-exempt financing. Under the President’s
Fiscal Year 2014 Budget Proposal, the tax deduction for
municipal bonds would be capped at 28 percent. With limits
on the tax-exempt nature of municipal bonds, local capital
construction projects and critical infrastructure projects would
become much more expensive, and many would be delayed or
abandoned. IMEA, in conjunction with the American Public
Power Association, continues to monitor legislation
threatening tax-exempt financing and to educate lawmakers
on the necessary benefits of tax-exempt financing for units of
local government.
• Advocacy to prevent further cuts to Build America Bond
payments to IMEA and other public entities. Under the
federal sequester practices that went into effect in March 2013,
IMEA stood to lose more than $850,000 of direct payments for
the year from the federal government for the Build America
Bonds the Agency issued to help finance the construction of
Prairie State. IMEA staff directly approached the members of
the Illinois congressional delegation, arguing that Section
6431 of the Internal Revenue Code does not give discretion to
the Treasury Secretary to adjust the payment on Build America
Bonds. Unfortunately, these cuts are part of many larger cuts
across the board, and a solution seems to be tied to some
overall budget agreement, yet to be negotiated by Congress.
IMEA, through its management of the Illinois Municipal
Utilities Association, continues to work with the American
Public Power Association and other groups representing the
interests of Build America Bond issuers.
Through the Illinois Municipal Utilities Association, 50 people
representing 18 IMEA communities took part in the American
Public Power 2013 Legislative Rally in March to meet with
representatives of Congress to discuss issues such as tax-exempt
financing and remind these national leaders of the benefits of
municipal power.
On the state level, IMEA worked to prevent unwarranted changes to
the Open Meetings Act and the Freedom of Information Act and
supported an as yet unsuccessful effort to allow for a slight
surcharge on wireless carriers to help fund emergency services.
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Working to Provide Value-Added
Services

infrastructure that includes a reliable, municipally owned electric
utility.

In addition to providing its member communities with operational,
technical, regulatory compliance and advocacy support services,
IMEA helps its Member utilities and their communities in a
number of other ways. Among them are:
• Aiding economic development efforts with Member systems;
• Training of utility department personnel through the Illinois
Municipal Utilities Association; and
• Delivery of an electric efficiency program for all
Member systems.

Electric Efficiency Program

Economic Development

The City of Roodhouse asked IMEA to help facilitate remediation
of environmental issues that threatened development at a site
(left photo). As a result, Dollar General built a new store on
the site (right).

The Agency’s Electric Efficiency Program began in 2009, with a
program that provides funds to go toward the purchase and
installation of energy efficient technologies for IMEA Members and
their commercial and industrial electric customers. The program
helps cities and their customers reduce their electric demand and
their electric consumption and therefore reduce the Members’
wholesale power costs. This allows Members to shift dollars for
other needs and to enhance their economic climate by making
utility costs more affordable for established and potential
businesses. Examples of projects that qualify for incentives include
the installation of light-emitting diode (LED) street lights and
lighting systems; replacement of inefficient industrial motors with
more energy-efficient and variable-speed versions; installation of
geothermal or other high-efficiency Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) systems; and, the installation of a variety of
“smart-grid” and power-factor improvement equipment.
As of July 2013, 145 energy efficiency projects had been completed
since the start of the program. Member municipalities and their
commercial and industrial customers are estimated to have
reduced energy consumption by more than 14.8 million kWh
annually.

It’s no surprise that municipalities that have maintained their own
electric utility departments – some for more than 100 years –
sometimes leverage their outstanding reliable and predictably
priced electric service to aid with their economic development
efforts. When asked, IMEA staff assists member municipalities with
their economic development efforts. In the City of Roodhouse, a
community of about 2,300 people in Greene County, municipal
officials worked with the IMEA to facilitate the remediation of
environmental issues at a site that threatened development. As a
result, Dollar General built a new store on the site, which opened in
February 2012. The new business has spawned renewed interest in
other nearby available facilities.

In August 2011, IMEA began what has become a three-year,
$300,000 commitment to the Recycle My Fridge program,
aimed at taking residents’ secondary refrigerators off the grid.
The IMEA administers the program in conjunction with the
Appliance Recycling Centers of America (ARCA), Inc. Residents
served by an IMEA Member utility can easily get rid of an old
refrigerator or freezer taking up space in the basement or
garage and receive a $35 prepaid card for doing so.

In fiscal year 2012-13, the City of Oglesby announced the
construction of two new businesses in the LaSalle County town of
about 3,700 people. Plans for a new Love’s Travel Stops & Country
Store were announced in 2012 and site work was begun in July
2013. The new travel plaza will include a Hardee’s restaurant and a
tire repair shop. The city is also preparing for the construction of a
new County Market supermarket, which is expected to break
ground in 2013.

St. Charles and Naperville
Sites Chosen for
Energy Storage
Demonstration Projects

The city’s effort to attract the County Market was spearheaded by
Mayor Don Finley who refused to let potential developers overlook
the city’s advantages, including an ample and able workforce;
proximity to interstate, rail and barge transportation; and a ready

From August 2011 through July 2013, residents in IMEA
Member communities recycled 763 refrigerators and freezers,
realizing an estimated annual energy savings of nearly
1.2 million kWh annually.

City-owned facilities in St. Charles and Naperville
are taking part in energy storage demonstration
projects that are anticipated to help ease the
burden on the electric grid during the hottest hours of the summer.

also provides a diverse array of vital training programs and
activities for municipal electric, natural gas, telecommunications,
water and wastewater treatment utilities. IMUA also administers a
voluntary mutual aid program designed to assist members with
restoration of energy services and other vital community services in
the event of natural disasters such as storms, floods and tornadoes.
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The IceBear is installed at the City of Naperville’s Water Service Center
in May 2013

The cities announced in December 2012 that they would be
working with Verde Energy USA to launch these energy efficiency
projects. Verde invested the funds necessary to purchase and install
new air conditioning units, as well as Ice Energy’s “Ice Bear”™
technology, a smart grid-enabled distributed energy storage system,
at St. Charles’ Municipal Water Treatment Laboratory building and
at Naperville’s Water Service Center. The units were installed in
May 2013.
The Ice Bear relieves the workload on an air conditioner’s
conventional condensing units. It shifts air conditioning electrical
power demand to off-peak hours by using water to make ice at
night, when the electric grid is generally unstressed. Then, during a
hot summer day, when demand goes up and electric prices may be
higher, the melting ice provides the cooling that otherwise would
have to come from the air conditioner’s compressor. At the end of
the day, the melted water is then recycled through the system and
the ice making processes begins again at night. The result is lower
energy costs and increased electric grid reliability.
The relationships between Verde and the cities of Naperville and St.
Charles came about after Verde reached out to the IMEA to help
find suitable demonstration sites at city buildings in northern
Illinois cities with municipal electric departments. The cities and
the IMEA will monitor the progress of these demonstration projects.
Any actions that St. Charles and Naperville take that result in
reducing peak demand and that demonstrate innovative energy
efficiency measures will not only allow customers to test the state of
the art, but will also help to transfer that opportunity to all utility
customers in those cities.

Association and Agency
Management
Under Management Services Contracts that continue through the
end of this decade, IMEA manages the Illinois Public Energy
Agency (IPEA) and the Illinois Municipal Utilities Association
(IMUA).
Formed in 1948, the IMUA is a statewide trade association that
provides a wide variety of services to its 60 municipal members,
including active governmental representation before the Illinois
General Assembly and other administrative and regulatory bodies
both in Illinois and at the federal level, including Congress. IMUA

Under a management services contract, the IMEA oversees the
day-to-day operation of the Illinois Municipal Utilities Association
(IMUA). One of the many services the IMUA provides to its members is
safety training for municipal utility workers, including those that
serve on municipal electric department line crews.

The IPEA, which was formed in 2005, is a wholesaler of natural gas
to 13 municipal systems and two cooperative natural gas systems
across Illinois. IMEA provides managerial oversight for the IPEA’s
day-to-day operations. IPEA has, in its eight years of operation,
become one of the leading natural gas joint-action agencies in
the Midwest.

Highlights of the Fiscal Year Ending
April 30, 2013
• IMEA hit an all-time coincidental peak of 1,052.8 MW reached
on July 6, 2012.
• Units 1 and 2 of the Prairie State Generating Company began
commercial operation on June 6, 2012, and November 2, 2012,
respectively. Each unit has an 800 MW nominal capacity. IMEA’s ownership
share is 15.17%, which represents more than 240 MW of capacity.
• Total operating expenses were $242,586,488, which was 3.73%
under budget.
• Sales to fully participating members and RECC were 4,250,659,886
kWh, bringing in sales revenue of $302,443,871 (up from $278,792,540
in 2012).
• Average cost of power sold to members was 7.09 cents per kWh.
• Total operating income was $61,896,377 (up from $29,517,293
in 2012).
• Total net position was $110,308,406 (up from $94,833,132 in 2012).
• As of 2013, IMEA has become one of the top 10 joint action agencies
in the United States as measured in terms of annual revenue.
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Summary of IMEA Sales to Members
Fiscal Year Ending April 30, 2013
Non-Coincident
Peak Demand
(kW)

Energy Usage
(kWh)

Population

Participating Members
Altamont
Bethany
Breese
Bushnell
Cairo
Carlyle
Carmi
Casey
Chatham
Fairfield
Farmer City
Flora
Freeburg
Greenup
Highland
Ladd
Marshall
Mascoutah
Metropolis
Naperville
Oglesby
Peru
Princeton
Rantoul
Red Bud
Riverton
Rock Falls
Roodhouse
St. Charles
Sullivan
Waterloo
Winnetka
Total Full Requirements Sales
to Participating Members
Sales to RECC

6,965
2,776
13,744
9,564
12,461
10,342
16,267
8,608
25,358
20,109
5,481
27,293
12,009
4,352
38,492
3,426
15,098
17,374
22,176
402,273
9,850
53,662
27,069
36,453
13,766
7,363
22,158
3,591
129,504
16,864
24,614
39,616

25,300,699
9,614,110
54,041,183
37,320,568
72,976,855
40,596,054
60,793,859
33,680,615
81,704,673
77,904,251
21,166,091
126,463,394
44,361,446
16,785,506
143,650,810
14,468,279
68,544,522
59,146,676
89,579,835
1,519,904,665
37,562,250
208,611,680
112,551,184
160,364,171
53,108,894
23,194,765
77,855,490
12,361,635
553,353,207
70,650,967
92,058,662
135,843,779

1,058,678
25,786

4,135,520,775
115,139,111

Total Sales

1,084,464

4,250,659,886

2,319
1,352
4,442
3,117
2,831
3,281
5,240
2,769
11,500
5,154
2,037
5,070
4,354
1,513
9,919
1,295
3,933
7,483
6,537
141,853
3,791
10,295
7,660
12,941
3,698
3,455
9,266
1,814
32,974
4,440
9,811
12,187
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